According to the present arrangement of professors, the whole instruction of 3 professors is the partial instruction of a 4th will be given to the Senior Class. The Junior Class will have the advantage of being instructed by three Professors, while the Sophomore & Freshman will not have any share of the large furniture of men, but be thrown upon the mercy of any accidental tutor, who may be willing to accept the challenge we give.

That is, of 100 a mere University youth about 65 or 70 are starved with a meagre taste of knowledge while the favoured minority are stuffed even to over-flowing.

The above complaint, or applicable complaint might be made with as much propriety by the mathematical or classical Professor, but as his studies are more only a-bout one third of the two first years while the classical Professor's occupy nearly two thirds, he does not feel the evil as heavily. But the new professors will on some measure resign the mathematical part because the Professor will be enabled to devote more of his attention to the inferior classes, while the classical Department will be left as defensible as ever, unless the Trustees should be urged by the representations of the employ of tutors of higher qualification. It is my sincere & deliberate opinion that four tutors for $500 would be worth more than the 3 to whom we now give $2400 both for tuition & government.

W. Hooper

Dec. 19th 1833